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Introduction
Novell® ZENworks® for Servers, a component of the Novell Resource Management solution,

is the cross-platform solution for content and configuration management that provides

organizations with an exceptionally resilient and stable server environment, embedded

management intelligence and remarkable ROI.

Keeping network servers up-to-date with the

latest software and the most valuable business

information is a big challenge for IT professionals.

Tiered Electronic Distribution services provided by

ZENworks for Servers helps you meet this challenge

effectively and efficiently. Tiered Electronic

Distribution (TED) helps you make it all work

together, with less effort, as one Net. 

ZENworks for Servers is a comprehensive

product that allows you to direct and automate

server management from a single location and

across Linux*, NetWare®, UNIX*, and Windows*

server platforms. Components of ZENworks for

Servers include:

• Tiered Electronic Distribution—Provides a

mechanism to transfer content across the

network from one server to another.

• Policy-based Server Management—Lets you

configure policies in the network that are

applied to and active on associated servers,

allowing you to maintain consistency and 

peak performance on your servers.

• Management and Monitoring—Gives SNMP-

based management and monitoring capability

to servers in your network. By configuring

parameters and rules, you can be alerted

when networking conditions and events

require your attention.

• Inventory and Remote Management—Takes

an inventory of your server’s hardware 

and software components and stores the

inventory in databases. These databases 

have corresponding reports that track your

resources and help you determine what needs

upgrading. Additionally, you are given a

secure remote system, allowing you to control

your individual servers from anywhere.

This document presents the architecture and

concepts of Novell’s Tiered Electronic Distribution

services, along with real-world examples of how

this service can be used in a network.

T I E R E D  E L E C T R O N I C  D I S T R I B U T I O N

Simply stated, Tiered-Electronic Distribution, 

also known as TED, delivers content from a source

server to any number of destination servers located

anywhere on the Net. The source and destination

servers can be on your local network, across a



WAN, or on the Internet. The servers might be in

the same directory tree as the source or they might

not even know about Novell eDirectory™.

You can use Tiered Electronic Distribution to

automatically perform many tasks that are

beneficial to your business, including: 

• Ensuring that your servers’ operating systems

have the latest patches

• Keeping your servers’ virus patterns up to date

• Deploying and maintaining server applications

and files

• Distributing ZENworks for Desktops applications

and their objects across your network

• Synchronizing data among servers, including

your partners’ servers

• Gathering your latest sales information from

all your satellite offices

• Consolidating log files

• Maintaining HTTP mirroring across platforms

G L O S S A RY

You should become familiar with the following

terminology, which is used throughout this

document: 

• Distribution. A group of files, including

additional configurations and information,

that are bundled together. A distribution 

must be retrieved and distributed by a

specified distributor.

• Distributor. Installable software component

that is responsible for creating the distribution

and sending it to recipient servers.

• Subscriber. Installable software component

that receives the content sent from a source

server. The source server may be either a

distributor or a parent subscriber.

• Child Subscriber. A subscriber software

component that receives distributions from a

parent subscriber rather than directly from

the distributor.

• Parent Subscriber. A subscriber software

component that forwards content on to other

subscribers. A subscriber will automatically

behave like a parent subscriber based on

routing information.

• Route. A path through the network consisting

of a list of subscribers that should receive 

a distribution.

• Channel. A logical entity, visualized as a

directory object, which “contains” distributions

and manages the configuration parameters for

their transmission. Subscribers are associated

with a channel; this association signals the

system to transmit the distributions in the

channel to the subscriber.

• TED Agent. Pluggable software entity

activated by either a distributor or a subscriber.

Agents are expected to be paired, one plugged

into the distributor and a companion agent

plugged into the subscriber. These agents alone

know the internal structure of the file bundle. 

• Tiered Distribution. Configuration that 

allows subscribers to act as parent subscribers

and pass distributions on to other subscribers. 

This makes the system extremely scalable

because it allows the workload to be

distributed—rather than having one distributor
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servicing 400 subscribers, you can have one

distributor servicing 20 subscribers that each

service 20 subscribers—a much more efficient

model. This tiered design also minimizes WAN

traffic because a distribution can be sent just

once across a WAN link; the subscriber on the

other side of the WAN can then act as the

parent subscriber to all other subscribers at

that location. 

A R C H I T E C T U R E

The following section discusses the architecture of

Tiered Electronic Distribution and explains how its

flexibility allows you to configure TED to match

your system needs. 

Figure 1. Basic architecture

Good to Know

The subscriber will interact

with eDirectory in one

instance. If an application

distribution (a type of

distribution designed to

automatically deliver App

objects and related files to

servers) is received by the

subscriber, then it may need

to create Application objects,

and perform associations

and rights management in

the eDirectory tree.
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BASIC ARCHITECTURE

At its most basic level, TED uses distributor servers, subscriber servers, and eDirectory to efficiently send

and synchronize data and applications throughout a network (see Figure 1). 

The Distributor software on the server

communicates with eDirectory to receive

instructions for configuring and distributing

collections of content. This information is 

stored in eDirectory, allowing the system to be

managed through standard objects in the tree.

The distributor collects the configuration

information from eDirectory and gathers the

appropriate content, packages the configuration

information and content into a distribution, and

sends the distribution to specified subscribers.

The Subscriber software receives the

distribution from the distributor. When the

distribution is completely received, the subscriber

extracts files from the distribution and delivers the

files to designated locations on the subscriber’s

local server.

This simple architecture brings the following

system benefits: 

• Flexibility—Distributors and subscribers can

be arranged in any configuration that best 

fits your network. 

• Simplicity—Only distributors interact with

eDirectory. This design creates a minimal

impact on the directory because subscribers



Best Practices

Because the distributor 

is the only one who reads

eDirectory, it is best to have

all of your distributors and

subscribers in the same OU

container. That container

should be in a partition 

that is replicated on all 

the distributors.

don’t have to take instructions directly from

the directory. This architecture also allows

TED to interact with subscribers on systems

outside of your eDirectory trees, including

systems with Active Directory* and pure UNIX

or Windows 2000 networks.

• Push Paradigm—TED is built around an event-

based system rather than a polling system.

The subscribers are idle while they await

instructions from distributors. This minimizes

TED’s impact on the local server. When a

message is received, the subscribers perform

their work and then return to an idle state.

F E AT U R E S

Tiered Electronic Distribution implements several

features to optimize and control the distribution.

TED’s tiered architecture allows any subscriber to

automatically forward distributions on to any other

subscriber, thereby spreading the distribution load

across the network to any number of parent

subscribers. This tiered design can easily scale 

to handle the most demanding load. 

In addition to the highly scalable tiered design,

TED provides the following features:

• Scheduling—An administrator specifies when

various work is done throughout the system.

Several actions within the process can be

scheduled, including when the distributor

collects and packages content, when the

distributor sends the distribution to the

subscriber (which can be immediately following

the collection), and when the subscriber

extracts and installs the distribution onto its

local file system (which can be immediately

after the distribution is received).

• Priority—TED allows identification of

distributions as high, medium, or low priority.

All high-priority distributions will be serviced

before any medium-priority distributions, 

and so on. This ensures that the most

important distributions make it through 

the transmission window.

• Checkpoint Restart—TED keeps the system

from having to transmit content twice across

the network by providing recovery from

dropped connections. The transmission of 

the distribution is then restarted where 

it left off—the entire package does not 

have to be redistributed.

• Store and Forward—A subscriber begins

forwarding a distribution on to other subscribers

as soon as it has received the first packet.

The subscriber does NOT wait until it has

received the entire distribution to begin

forwarding it. This eliminates latency in the

system, especially when there are multiple

parent subscribers between the target

subscriber and the distributor. 

• Throttling—TED lets you manage your

network’s critical resources by specifying how

fast the distributor sends the distribution,

how many simultaneous distributions the

distributor should allow, and how quickly the

subscriber receives the content. This keeps

the system from significantly consuming the

connection and local system resources.

• Variables—This feature allows you to send the

same distribution to many subscribers but still
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provide a customized distribution for the

target subscriber. Variables give text

substitutions that are used to translate 

from one system to another.

• Digests—TED constructs a digest of the

distribution before it is transmitted. To ensure

that the content has not been corrupted during

the transmission, the subscriber performs the

same digest calculation and compares the

results with the original distributor calculation.

If they do not match, the subscriber assumes

that the content has been damaged in transit

and rejects the distribution.

• Digital Certificates—TED provides digital

certificates to protect your subscribers 

from accepting content from inappropriate

sources. The subscriber must have the

distributor’s certificate in order to receive a

distribution from that source. If a distribution

comes without an appropriate certificate, 

it is rejected.

• Encryption—TED safeguards the content 

by encrypting the data. The key to unlock 

the encrypted data is available only to

authorized and validated subscribers.

Therefore, even if the data is intercepted 

by an inappropriate system, that system

cannot unlock the data without the key. 

To ensure that the distributor is handing 

the key to an appropriate subscriber, 

the distributor and subscriber must have 

each other’s digital certificates.

• Logging and Error Reporting—All status,

events, and errors are logged and reported to

the distributor. This data is placed in event

logs locally, forwarded to the distributor

(which places it in a database), sent to 

e-mails, or an alert can be sent with SNMP.

You can view each of these event logs and

details from the collected reports or you can

connect to individual TED components via 

an Internet browser.

Did You Know?

The distributor, subscriber,

and parent subscriber 

are really all the same

executable. The behavior 

of the executable is based 

on the XML packet that 

is received. This packet

allows the subscriber to

“automatically” become a

parent subscriber and act

like a distributor to the next

subscriber down the line.

Figure 2. Scaling for 

multi-site and multi-server

environments
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S C A L I N G  F O R  M U LT I - S I T E  A N D  M U LT I - S E RV E R  E N V I R O N M E N T S

Occasionally, you will need to distribute content to many servers. Tiered Electronic Distribution’s scalable,

tiered architecture allows for an efficient approach to large-scale distributions. You can provide significant

scalability to the ZENworks for Servers deployment by adding subscribers in a tiered configuration 

(see Figure 2). 



Best Practices

Novell recommends that 

you allow the distributor or

parent subscribers to service

no more than 40 subscribers.

Figure 3. Complex

architectural considerations

By configuring and identifying subscriber 

A as a parent subscriber to subscribers B and C, 

you reduce the load the distributor must 

handle to service all subscribers in the network.

The distribution can be quickly propagated 

to any number of servers throughout the 

network, taking advantage of performance,

traffic, and topology.

Although intermediate subscribers, acting as

parent subscribers, forward distributions, the final

destination subscriber replies back directly to 

the original distributor regarding its status. The

information transmitted back to the distributor

allows the distribution to be verified and any issues

to be reported—you receive immediate feedback

concerning your distribution and the TED network.
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C O M P L E X  A R C H I T E C T U R A L  C O N S I D E R AT I O N S

Now that you understand how Tiered Electronic Distribution components interact at a basic level, you are

ready to see how a networked TED topology takes advantage of these capabilities. The following section

presents an example of a more complex network topology (see Figure 3).

In this scenario, a distributor sends files to two

subscribers in the same eDirectory tree (one of

which is across a WAN link) and two subscribers

outside of the tree. Subscribers A and B are

parent subscribers and, therefore, forward any

distributions to their child subscribers. 



A subscriber that is managed outside of the

source distributor’s tree (for example, a Subscriber

object that is in another tree) is known as an

external subscriber. External subscribers require

no access to the tree and receive content whether

or not they have any association with any eDirectory

tree. This simple architecture allows for greater

scalability, flexibility, and distribution to servers 

in another tree or outside of any tree. An external

subscriber cannot act as a parent subscriber and

forward distributions as part of ZENworks for

Servers. However, after the external subscriber

receives a distribution and extracts it onto its

local system, the local copy of the distribution can

then be used as a source for other distributors to

access and propagate to their own networks.

D E S I G N I N G  Y O U R  T I E R E D  E L E C T R O N I C

D I S T R I B U T I O N  N E T W O R K

As you visualize your network, you should be able

to see how Tiered Electronic Distribution can be

set up to efficiently send any type of data across

your network to other servers. Look at the WAN

links in your network. You can send information

over a WAN link to the remote subscriber and 

then let that subscriber act as a parent subscriber,

forwarding content to its local subscribers, thus

minimizing the cost and traffic over the WAN link.

You can also consider the server types that 

you have in your network. Where would you want

your source content to reside? Which servers do

your users use—having a local copy of the source

content could improve their efficiency. Which

servers would benefit by having their OS systems

and software updated automatically through TED?

Taking these questions into consideration can help

you quickly map out a TED architecture to match

your system. With the flexibility of having any

number of distributors and subscribers, TED satisfies

almost any network need.

D I S T R I B U T I O N  R O U T E S

When a distributor has content to deliver to a

subscriber, by default it connects to the subscriber

directly. This is not always the most efficient way

to communicate with every subscriber. You can use

two methods to specify which parent subscriber

should distribute content to a particular child

subscriber. You can: 

1. Describe the distribution routes in a

Distributor object.

2. Specify that a particular subscriber has 

a parent subscriber.

Distribution routes are optimized based on 

the proposed connection path from a specific

distributor to a specific subscriber. Distribution

routes are unique to a distributor (because

distributors can be located in various places) and

must be defined for each path from a particular

distributor to a selected subscriber. Routes are

stored in the Distributor object in eDirectory.

Routes are represented as tree structures in 

the Distributor object. The routes describe 

a path the content should follow. Additionally, 

the administrator specifies a parent subscriber 

for each subscriber. This causes all content 

bound for the target subscriber to be routed

automatically through the parent subscriber 

to the target subscriber.
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Figure 4. Tiered electronic

distribution scheduling

interactions

A distributor, when prepared to send content,

goes through the following steps to determine how

to route the distribution:

1. The distributor discovers all of the subscribers

(that is, child subscribers) that are to receive

the distribution.

2. The distributor accesses the routing hierarchy

contained in its eDirectory object. For each

subscriber, it looks to see if that subscriber is

in its hierarchy list. If the subscriber is in the

list, the distributor sends the distribution to

that subscriber following the routing hierarchy

defined in the Distributor object.

3. If the subscriber is not found in the

administered list, the distributor looks in the

subscriber’s object to see if the subscriber 

has identified a parent subscriber. If a parent

subscriber has been identified, the distributor

then looks for the parent subscriber in its

routing hierarchy list.

4. If the parent subscriber is in the routing

hierarchy list, the distributor follows the

hierarchy described to get to the parent

subscriber, tacking the child subscriber onto

the route to get the distribution to the final

target subscriber.

5. If the parent subscriber is not in the

distributor’s routing hierarchy list, 

the distributor sends the distribution directly

to the identified parent subscriber as

identified in the subscriber’s object.

6. If no parent subscriber is administered in 

the Subscriber object, then the distributor

sends distributions directly to the subscriber.

You should note that the distributor does not go

to the subscriber and get its parent subscriber, and

then go to that parent subscriber and get its parent

subscriber, so on and so forth, trying to construct

the hierarchy of subscribers. The distributor only

goes up one level in your TED distribution hierarchy.

Therefore, if you have more than one level of

subscribers, you must describe n-1 levels in the

routing hierarchy in each Distributor object. You can

leave the last level undefined in the distributor,

instead defining it in each Subscriber object (or in 

a TED policy that affects each subscriber).
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T I E R E D  E L E C T R O N I C  D I S T R I B U T I O N  S C H E D U L I N G  I N T E R A C T I O N S

Each component (Distributor, Subscriber, Channel, and Distribution) has its own independent scheduler to

determine when its work is done (see Figure 4). Trying to figure out how the schedules of these various

components can keep or enable a successful distribution can be confusing.

For example, suppose you schedule your

distributor to refresh the configuration each day

at 5 p.m., and then schedule the distribution to

gather the files at 6 p.m. You schedule the



channels to begin their distributions at 10 p.m.

and the subscribers administered to have a 4 a.m.

extraction. In this scenario, the cycle could be

completed during the night. This obviously gets

more complicated when you cross time zone

boundaries. You could simplify this some by having

channels for each different area in the world.

These channels, which would have different local

times, would begin the distribution at different

times so that the remote site and the local sites

would not be overwhelmed.

Before you can determine how to make the

various schedulers work together to create a

functioning TED system in your network, you need

to understand the role each scheduler plays:

• Distributor Schedule—Determines when 

the distributor reads eDirectory for the

configuration and policy information for

itself, its distributions, and any channels 

and subscribers it interacts with. Any changes

to the subscriber objects or policies that

affect the subscribers need to be made in

eDirectory prior to the distributor refresh

schedule firing. This information is then sent

on to the subscribers when a distribution is

given to them.

• Distribution Schedule—Determines when 

the agents on the distributor server will be

activated to build the distribution (i.e.,

gather the files and compress them into a

single distribution file). This process must 

be completed before the channel begins its

processing or the distribution must wait until

the next channel cycle. The gathering does

not occur if the distribution is inactive or

does not belong to a channel with active

subscribers. After the gathering process has

started, the process continues to completion

even if it extends beyond the defined schedule.

• Channel Schedule—Determines when the

distributor transmits any previously built

distribution files to any destination subscribers.

Any distribution files that have not been

constructed when the channel is activated

(based on the schedule) will have to wait

until the next firing of the channel schedule

for transmission. If the time for the channel

has expired, the transmission is terminated.

The transmission picks up where it left off

when the next scheduled time for the 

channel begins.

• Subscriber Schedule—Determines when 

the subscriber activates the agents on the

subscriber server to extract or install any files

from distributions that have been received

and have not been processed. Once an

extraction of a particular distribution has

started, it continues even if the time has

expired for the extraction schedule.

C R O S S - P L AT F O R M  S O L U T I O N

Novell is committed to ensuring that its solutions

support as many configurations as customers use.

For that reason, ZENworks for Servers Tiered

Electronic Distribution is stretching beyond the

NetWare environment and into other operating

systems that are becoming common. Currently, 

all TED components support not only NetWare, 

but also Windows, Linux, and Solaris* servers. 

More Information

The “Send distribution

immediately after building”

option in the Distribution

object allows you to 

bypass the send schedule—

when this option is checked,

the distributor automatically

sends the distribution to 

the subscriber as soon 

as the distribution has 

been gathered.
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Good to Know

The channel schedule is

“translated” into the

distributor’s time zone. 

For example, if the channel

schedule says 3 p.m. MST

and the distributor is in

California, it starts at 2 p.m.

PST. If you have a distributor

in New York that also has

distributions in this channel,

it starts at 5 p.m. EST. 

This means that all distribu-

tors with distributions in a

channel start sending at the

same time, regardless of 

the time zone.

Figure 5. Tiered electronic

distribution types

T I E R E D  E L E C T R O N I C  D I S T R I B U T I O N

T Y P E S

The primary responsibility of both the distributor

and the subscriber is properly handling content

transmissions. Logically distinct sub-components

of Tiered Electronic Distribution, referred to 

as agents, correlate directly to the various

distribution types that perform the work of

collecting and extracting the content. The agents

in the distributor know how to bundle a package

correctly so that the corresponding agent in the

subscriber can unbundle the content correctly. 

At the appropriate times, the subscriber and

distributor call these agents to perform their 

work on the distribution.

When a distribution is active, the agent for the

corresponding distribution type is launched each

time that distribution is scheduled to be collected.

The agent is responsible for confirming that a

distribution is needed (i.e., content has changed or

is configured to always be recollected). The agent

then collects the content and bundles it into a

single distribution file.

If a distribution needs to be sent and the agents

are done collecting the content, the distributor

performs any additional modifications to the

bundle, such as creating digests or encrypting the

content. The distributor then makes an IP/socket

connection to the proper subscriber, performs any

appropriate certificate confirmations, and sends

the distribution.

After the distribution has been fully received by

the target subscriber and the contents have been

validated and decrypted, if necessary, the subscriber

launches the corresponding distribution type agent

to extract and install the bundle on the local

server system. When a parent subscriber receives

the distribution, it forwards the content onto the

next subscriber in the route while it calls its local

distribution agent.

Several subscriber/distributor agents are

available, including the following:

• File Distribution

• HTTP Distribution

• FTP Distribution

• Server Software Package

• Distributed Policy Package

• Application Distribution

F I L E  D I S T R I B U T I O N

The File Distribution agents collect files stored 

on the distributor’s server file system and then

extract them onto the subscriber target server. The

distribution specifies where the files are located on

the source server and where they are to be stored

on the destination server. TED allows you to specify

whole directories, as well as individual files.
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On subsequent distribution builds, only the 

file differences are included in the distribution.

When the maximum number of revisions has been

reached, the distributor’s File Distribution agent

deletes all previous versions and builds a new

complete distribution. When the subscriber receives

a new complete distribution, it also removes all

previous versions.

The following options are available with the

File Distribution type:

• Synchronize Directories—This option 

directs the agent to mirror exactly the folder

structures specified in the source server onto

the specified target folder of the destination

server. If a file or a folder discovered on the

target server in the specified target folder

does not exist on the source server, it is

automatically deleted. 

For example, let’s assume the file

structure displayed in Figure 5 was found on

the source server. 

The distribution has the file ZENfamily.pdf

and the folder Docs selected to be placed

under a directory on the subscriber identified

by a %DATA% variable folder. The %DATA%

variable is entered in the distribution and then

defined later by the subscriber. This allows

for dynamic placement of files, based on the

subscriber receiving the data.

Now the distributor sends the distribution to

a subscriber, whose %DATA% variable is defined

as VOL2:\corpdata. After the distribution is

extracted, the files and folders shown in

Figure 6 would be created on the subscriber

file system. The corpdata folder had to be

created prior to the distribution. If there

were any files in the corpdata folder before

the distribution was extracted, then they are

deleted from the server prior to the extraction.

Notice that the original Pricing folder was

not created on the destination server, and the

ZENFamily.pdf file is now under the corpdata

directory on the target subscriber. This is

because only the pdf file, and not the 

Pricing directory, was identified as part of 

the distribution. In contrast, by including 

the Docs directory in the distribution, 

TED automatically included all of the

subdirectories and files.

• Verify Distributions—If the agent discovers

that no files or directories have been changed,

deleted, or added, then the agent does not

build or send a distribution. You may want 

to periodically ensure that the mirrored site

continues to match the source, even if the

source does not change. By setting this option,

the subscriber re-extracts the latest version

of the distribution onto the file system 

(every time the subscriber’s extraction

Figure 6. File distribution

types
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Note

Currently TED does not

support the HTTP agent

working over an SSL

connection to the source; 

the agent cannot authenticate

to the host system.

schedule starts, even if there is no new

version of the distribution) to ensure that 

the site is accurate. This can catch instances

where files or directories are inadvertently

changed or deleted on the subscriber server

but not on the distributor. The system, in this

case, restores the files and directories back

to their original state. This does not require

that the distribution be resent from the

source—the verification occurs using the 

copy on the subscriber.

H T T P  D I S T R I B U T I O N

The HTTP Distribution agent retrieves files from

an HTTP source through the firewall (port 80) 

and distributes those files over the TED network.

The distributor’s HTTP agent performs “gets”

across the network to retrieve files from the URL-

supplied source. You can retrieve files from many

different URL sources in the same distribution.

After those files are retrieved, they are bundled

into the distribution. When the Subscriber HTTP

agent receives the distribution bundle, it extracts

the files and places them on the local file system.

After the source content has been collected,

the HTTP Distribution type compares the content

date and timestamps with the previous version. 

If nothing has changed, then no distribution is

sent. However, if only one file is different, then

the full distribution is sent when the schedule

launches the content transmission. 

F T P  D I S T R I B U T I O N

The FTP Distribution agent retrieves files from any

number of FTP sources and distributes them over

the network. The distributor’s FTP agent attaches

to the specified FTP sources, providing a username

and password, and performs “gets” across the

network to retrieve files from the source. After

those files are retrieved, they are bundled into

the distribution. When the Subscriber FTP agent

receives the bundle, the files are extracted and

placed on the local file system.

After the source content is collected, the FTP

Distribution type compares the content date and

timestamps with the previous version. If nothing

has changed, then no distribution is sent. However,

if something has changed—even if only one file is

different—then the full distribution is sent when

the schedule launches the content transmission.

S E RV E R  S O F T WA R E  PA C K A G E

You create server software packages in two phases.

In the first phase, you define the rules that govern

the installation and you list the files to be installed.

In the second phase, you can specify scripts to 

be launched, registry settings to be checked or

modified, and services or executables to load or

unload, both prior to and after the installation 

of the files. This type of package is similar to an

installation system for software—it allows you to

describe any pre- and post-installation setup you

want to occur. This information is stored in an

.SPK file, which is retained for future reference 

in rebuilding the package (the .SPK is not included

in the distribution). After you define the server

software package, you compile the package.

Compiling the package validates the rules and

instructions, collects the files, and creates a .CPK
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file. The .CPK file contains a zipped-up copy of all

the information and files needed to perform the

installation. The .CPK file must be stored on the

distribution server.

The Server Software Package Distribution 

agent then asks for the .CPK files that you want

distributed. You can specify several .CPK files 

in the distribution. The entire package is then

distributed to the subscriber. The subscriber’s

companion package agent processes each individual

.CPK file. The agent runs the scripts from the

package and validates the conditions. If the

conditions are met, then the agent installs the

files and runs the post-installation scripts.

The Server Software Package Distribution 

agent also provides a rollback operations option.

Rollback operations allow you to uninstall the

current distribution and “roll back” to the previous

files. You can roll back only the last installed

distribution. After you roll back the last distribution,

you can then roll back the distribution previous 

to that, and so forth.

While the system installs the package, it is

recording the file changes that are being made

and saving those files in another software package

file that can be executed to reverse the installation.

Because the agent only knows about the work it

does with files and not about what happens in

scripts, any server changes that you make in 

your scripts cannot be reversed via a rollback.

D I S T R I B U T E D  P O L I C Y  PA C K A G E

The Distributed Policy Package agent has the

responsibility of taking the policies that are

described in the directory and packaging them in a

distribution XML bundle. After the distributor sends

that distribution to the subscriber, the subscriber

pulls out the policies from the XML bundle and

stores the policies locally so they can be enforced.

This is a departure from earlier versions of

ZENworks for Servers which required individual

Tiered Electronic Distribution components to query

the directory independently to receive their policies.

TED now allows you to use policies to manage

servers that may not have access to eDirectory. 

It also reduces the number of requests made to

eDirectory so performance remains high. Only the

distributor and its policy package agent interact

with the directory. All subscribers now receive

their policies from the distributor via this 

package type.

Because of this change, in order to enforce

policies on your server, you must have, in addition

to the ZENworks for Servers agent, a TED subscriber

running on the server. You must also create a

distributed policy package and place that

distribution in a channel with the subscribers to

receive those policies subscribed to the channel.

To have the policies enforced, the subscribers

must receive and extract the policy package

distribution. After the policies are extracted, 

then they are passed to the ZENworks for 

Servers agent who will then enforce the

administered policies.

A P P L I C AT I O N  D I S T R I B U T I O N

The Application Distribution agent allows you to

automate the distribution of application objects
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Figure 7. Mapping out TED

and their associated executable files to the servers

throughout your network. As such, applications

are always installed to users’ desktops from local

servers—users do not have to connect to remote

servers to receive applications and updates. 

ZENworks for Servers 3 provides a wizard

interface to assist in the creation of Application

Distribution packages. After you have walked

through the wizard to identify the application

objects you want to distribute, the agent collects

the appropriate files (such as .ATO or .FIL files)

and data from the source application object. 

The agent also collects associations and directory

tree structure, and bundles everything into the

distribution. When the subscriber receives this

distribution, the agent on the subscriber extracts

the application executables and installs the

executables on the server in the specified location.

The agent then automatically creates the

application object for the application and links it

to the files on the server. The agent creates the

proper associations in the new location in the tree

so the new Application object is accessible to

users or workstations in the tree’s target area.

Additionally, the agent also creates appropriate

containers and groups as directed. This is the 

only time that the subscriber needs access to the

directory. If no application distributions are sent to

a subscriber, then no directory access is required.

E X A M P L E :  M A P P I N G  O U T  T E D

In the following example, the Tiered Electronic

Distribution system is applied to a typical network.

This example highlights the various areas you need

to consider when planning out a TED system for

your network. Figure 7 displays the network tree

for Digital Airlines, our sample company.

The Digital Airlines network tree reflects the

locations where the company headquarters and its

branch offices are located. The company has two

sites in California, Hollywood and Palm Springs,

and two sites in Illinois, Chicago and the suburb 
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of Hillside. The company also has offices in New

York, London, and Berlin. In addition, Digital Airlines

has a partner in Japan that is not part of the tree,

so it is not shown on the diagram. The Japanese

partner, Nippon, has allocated a Windows 2000 server

(called NipponPartner) to hold shared resources,

but the server is not managed by any tree.

Digital Airlines has just purchased ZENworks for

Servers 3. The company is interested in using the

Application Distribution agent to deploy applications

across its enterprise and to keep the applications

up to date as the source copy is modified. 

Digital Airlines also wants to use TED to transmit

and keep current the standard contracts that 

must be used when dealing with a contractor. 

The company is also concerned with keeping the

security patches on its Windows servers current.

Currently, Magic (in Hollywood) and Windy 

(in Chicago) are Windows 2000 servers. Lastly,

Digital Airlines is interested in having TED make

sure its partner in Japan always has the latest

price list and product proposal plans and is

prepared for future products.

D I S T R I B U TO R S  A N D  S U B S C R I B E R S

Examining the tree and the physical connections,

Digital Airlines administrators note that a WAN

connection exists between each of the continental

US sites. In addition, New York, London, and Berlin

have WAN connections. However, Digital Airlines

does not have a WAN connection with its partner

in Japan.

Because Digital Airlines wants all of its servers

to be serviceable with ZENworks for Servers and

to have current information, the company needs

to place a subscriber on every machine in the

network. And since Digital Airlines wants to update

the partner with the latest plans, a subscriber

must also be placed on the Japanese server.

The distributors will be on the Magic and

Imagine servers (in Hollywood) because these

servers are located in the corporate headquarters.

For ease of maintenance, Magic will take care of

the application distribution and Imagine will be

the source for the other data to be transmitted

over the network.

After the Digital Airlines designers have

determined the connection and the distributors’

location, they can determine how the distributors

will talk to each of the subscribers. By default,

TED distributors speak with all subscribers in the

channel directly, but Digital Airlines wants to have

efficient distributions. Chicago, New York, London,

and Berlin are long hops from the corporate

offices in California, so the administrators want

distributions sent to those areas only once.

Additionally, it is more cost effective to send any

distributions going across the ocean to London

first and then forward them to Berlin over the

less-expensive land line. This avoids sending each

European distribution more than once across the

ocean on expensive connections.

The Digital Airlines administrators determine

that they must lay out their distributors and

subscribers in the following architecture (see

Figure 8). The two Los Angeles servers will be 

the distributors for the network. Each server,

including the two Los Angeles servers, will have a

subscriber. In addition, because Digital Airlines

wishes to minimize its WAN traffic, distributions 

Good to Know

For efficiency, Digital

Airlines places its

Distributor objects in 

the same container as its

Subscriber objects to ensure

that the distributor can

locate all of the objects 

in the same partition.
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Figure 8. Distributors and

subscribers

to Chicago servers will be sent through Windy,

which will, in turn, service Hot Dog. All distributions

to London will be routed through New York 

and all distributions to Berlin will be routed

through London. 

To implement this topology and to describe to

TED the path that should be taken, the

administrator must define the routes that must be

taken from each of the distributors. These routes

describe the optimal route based on the

distributors’ location relative to the subscribers’

placement. After the routes have been defined in

both the Magic and Imagine distributors, then any

distributions serviced by those distributors will

honor the specified routes. If the distributor and

the subscriber have a direct connection, then no

route needs to be specified. This is the default

connection that the distributor attempts to use.

The following table outlines the routes that

Digital Airlines distributors will take to send the

content information to each of the subscribers in

the network:
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SOURCE DESTINATION IN DISTRIBUTOR’S 
(DISTRIBUTOR) (SUBSCRIBER) ROUTE ROUTING TABLE?

Magic Magic Direct connection No

Magic Imagine Magic->Imagine No

Magic Palmer Magic->Palmer No

Magic Windy Magic->Windy No

Magic Hot Dog Magic->Windy->Hot Dog Yes

Magic Phantom Magic->Phantom No

Magic The Tube Magic->Phantom->The Tube Yes

Magic Weltzeituhr Magic->Phantom->The Tube->Weltzeituhr Yes

The Imagine server and the Magic server have the same routes specified, so they will follow the same

path to the subscribers in the network.

As for Nippon’s NipponPartner server, a subscriber placed on this server would be best served by

distributing to that subscriber directly from the Los Angeles offices. Because the Imagine server is the only

server handling the parts list channel, then only the Imagine distributor needs the route to the

NipponPartner subscriber.



C H A N N E L S

After the distributors and subscribers have been

defined and the routes have been established,

then Digital Airlines needs to create channels.

Channels describe which distributions go to which

subscribers. Subscribers “subscribe” to any channel

and any distributor will service their specified

distributions, regardless of the channel. 

Digital Airlines plans on sending out four types

of distributions: applications, contracts, security

patches, and a products and price list. It must

send these distributions across many different

time zones. The company has to factor the

different time zones into its channel decisions and

create a channel schedule. A channel schedule

identifies when a distribution should be sent.

Digital Airlines could have channels based on the

time the company wants to send the distributions

or the company could create channels that are

specific to locations or distribution type. Any or

all of these choices are acceptable, because there

is no limit to the number of channels.

Digital Airlines decides to create the following

channels:
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CHANNEL PURPOSE SCHEDULE SUBSCRIBERS

Corporate Applications Distributes ZENworks for Nightly, based on Los All Subscribers

Desktops applications across Angeles time.

the entire corporation.

Corporate Contract Forms Keeps latest contract forms Nightly, based on Los All Subscribers

current on every server. Angeles time.

US Windows Security Patches Distributes Windows security Nightly, based on Los Magic, Windy

patches to continental US. Angeles time.

Euro Windows Security Distributes Windows security Morning, Los Angeles time, The Tube, Weltzeituhr

Patches patches to European servers so it would be nightly 

in London.

Partners Distributes partner price and Nightly, based on Los NipponPartner

product lists. Angeles time.

When distributions are created, the administrator places the distributions in the appropriate channels.

For instance, a Windows security patch distribution would be created and then placed in both the US

Windows Security Patches channel and the Euro Windows Security Patches channel.

C O N C L U S I O N

The ZENworks for Servers Tiered Electronic Distribu-

tion Services provide a simple, efficient and highly

flexible system to distribute any type of content 

to any server. By setting up the TED automated

system, you can be assured that all of your content

is being constantly updated and transmitted when

necessary to the appropriate subscribers.

TED’s tiered architecture and bandwidth

throttling allows it to effectively reach all of your

servers with minimal network impact, while the

various distribution types allow you to optimize

your system for different types of content.

ZENworks for Servers Tiered Electronic

Distribution system gives you confidence that your

server environment is reliable and up to date—



and helps ensure user productivity. In addition, 

it reduces the costs associated with server content

and configuration management—while increasing

network reliability, stability, and resilience.

TED automates key functions and embeds

intelligence in your network, so you can securely

manage servers—with less work—and focus on

strategic initiatives instead of routine server

management tasks.

Complementary Novell Resource Management

solution components give you an easy, automated

way to manage your network-including servers,

desktops, handhelds and other components.

Novell’s unique approach to IT resource manage-

ment helps you reduce IT operational costs while

optimizing the flexibility of your business service

levels. By delivering consolidated management of

diverse IT resources powered by directory-based

identities and policies, the Novell Resource

Management solution allows you to automate,

control costs and optimize the value of those

resources. To learn more, visit: www.novell.com/

resourcemgt
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